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DISCLAIMER ~ 

This document was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the United States 
Government. While this document is believed to contain correct information, neither the 
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assumes any legal responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any 
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necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the 
United States Government or any agency thereof, or the Regents of the University of 
California. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or 
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof or the Regents of the 
University of California. 
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TESTING THE MAGNETIC FiELD OF THE BEVATRON 

Glen R. Lambertson · 

Radiation Laboratory, Department of' Physic's 
University of California, l3erkeiey, California 

November 10, 1954 
,'r.· 

ABSTRACT 

The significant features of the bevatron m.agnetic field were examined 
in a program of magnetic measurements. Studies of the pulsed field em
played an electronic integrator with special search coils. An oscilloscope 
pattern presenting data at about thirty magnet-current value.s per magnet 
pulse wa.s photographically recorded. Although many new·details were 
discovered, the behavior of the bevatron magnet was found to be 'consistent 
with model predictions. Some changes in the field. distribution were 
necessary, but generally the magnet must be regarded as very sat"isfactory. 
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TESTING THE MAGNETIC FIELD OF THE BEVATRON 

Glen R. Lambertson 

Radiation Laboratory, Department of Physics 
University of California, Berkeley, California 

November 10, 1954 

INTRODUCTION 

Upon completion of the bevatron magnet, a magnetic field measurement 
program was conducted. The purposes were to determine the suitability 
of the field for particle acceleration, to make modifications as seemed 
advisable, and to provide data for calculating particle behavior in connection 
with beam acceleration and deflection. To meet these requirements involved 
an extensive survey of the dependence of flux density upon' radius, azimuth, 
and magnet current. 

A full pulse ofcurrent in the bevatron magnet produce.s a field which 
rises at an approximately uniform rate of 9, 000 gauss/sec to a peak of 
15, 500 gauss. The field was studied at selected values of magnet current 
during the rising portion of the pulse. Most of the testing procedure was 
concerned with obtaining information on values of n, the median surface, 
and the total flux density, B, The term n is defined as a function of the 
radial gradient of the axial cornponent of the flux density, 

n = .R 
B 

aB 
aR 

and in the bevatron n has a nominal value of 0.6. Axial focusing forces 
on the proton are directed toward the median surface; this surface is de
fined by those points at which the flux density has zero radial component. 

A basic measuring system consisting of search coil, electronic integrator, 
and oscilloscope was chosen for the pulsed-field tests. These components 
can be constructed having the frequency response and precision required 
for measuring the pulsed field with an accuracy better than lo/o. The 
flexibility afforded by use of search coils designed for special purposes, 
plus the further advantages of using balanced opposing coils for measuring 
field differences, made the search coil a very valuable tool for the bevatron 
measurement program. 

The testing program., completed in December 1953, required two months 
of bevatron magnet operation. The first two weeks of this period were 
devoted to assuring ourselves of the proper functioning and adjustment of 
the m.easurement apparatus as used in the bevatron.J Photographic recording 
of the data allowed rapid progress through the more routine and detailed 
rneasurements that followed. Only a minimum amount of data reduction 
necessary to the progress of the program was carried out concurrent with 
the data recording. Small corrections to the bevatron field were applied 
and checked during the two -month period. 

.• 
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EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES 

The bevatroc. 1nagr:et is composed of four 90° quadrants s~parated by 
20-·foot straight sectior..s. Each quadrant contains 36 wedge-shaped units 
called sectoTs: a sirnplified viev,r of a typical sector is shown in Fig. l. 
'The clesigna!imls of the sectors and their relative positions are shown in 
Fig. Z, \\:,1-;icl: ~::" a diagram of the geometric plan of the bevatron magnet. 

To provide a cq~:tvenier..t positioning system for search coils and probes, 
three carts constrLtcted of nonmagnetic and largely nonmetallic materials 
were pJ a cccl in the i"nagnet gap on temporary wooden rails. Control strings 
f.rom a c;:;.rt to an operator outside the magnet allowed him to move the 
cart; a coil ca.rr:ia.ge on. each cart provided radial motion, which also was 
controlled by strir,gs from outside the magnet. Each c'art and each carriage 
wac: provi(~ed ·v:;ith detents that determined azimuthal stops at the sector 
ce:dcrs al~d radial positions at 3·-inch intervals. 

The carts '.,t..en~ provided with an indicating system to give the position 
of a probe in terms of sector number and radial position. This system was 
based on simple variable-resistance circuits with de microammeters to 
show probe positi.ons. One set of these meters was mounted on a data 
board. which was photographed once each bevatron pulse with the r.ecording 
camera. T-wo other sets of meters were provided for the use of the 
mea surerneut equ1pment opera.tors. 

B. Residual Fu:"ld Meas.urem.ent 

The choice of i!1tegrator and search coils for the pulsed-field measure
meP.ts rnade necessary~ a separate nJ.easurement ·of the magnet's residual 
field. For this purpose, an 1'rf 1nagnetometer'' {see print 3V8351} was used. 
This i-r,strument contains a small needle of permalloy which acts as the core 
of an rf transformer. A simple harmonic input current is supplied and 
the magr.ebc nonlinea.rity of the permalloy produces a distorted voltage w.ave 
form at the transforrner output; this output is analyzed for second harmonic 
content. When the average flux density about the permalloy is zero, the 
hysteresjs loop is symmetric and the output contains no second harmonic: 
A bia '-' ing solenojd, coaxial with the permalloy needle, is provided to cancel 
the effect of an exterr::all y applied field; the solenoid current required to 
null. the second ha nnonic signal is thus a measure of that external field. 
Ir:. the rf magnet01neter, the bias solenoid current is controlled by the 
second harmonic detector and the instrument provides a continuous measure
ment of flux dens1ty. 

The rnagrwtorneter was used with a Speedomax recording potentiometer, 
and the bevatron axial residual field, B , of about 33 gauss was measured 
to lo/o. For ai•imuthal runs at selected ~adii, the recorder chart drive motor 
was operated cor::tinuously as the probe was carried, on the cart, through 
the quadra ... t; radia 1 runs with 3-inch radial intervals were made across 
tl>.E azimuthal runs to co:rn.plete the survey inside the quadrants. For a 
detailed survey of the fringing regions and straight sections, the magnetometer 
probe was positic>r-ed manually at points on a reference grid covering those 
arE. d. s G 
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The dependence of residual field upon magnet history required that the 
pulsing conditions before a measurement be standardized to those used 
throughout the tests of dynamic field. 

·J 
The radial component of the residual field was measured with the rf 

magnetometer with its probe axis horizontal. An, accuracy of± 0.01 gauss 
was desired, requiring that the probe be held within 3 x ·lo-4 radians of 
horizontal; this precision in direction was attained by mounting the probe 
on a lucite form which was then floated on a mercury pool. The direction, 
with respect to horizontal, of the sensitive axis of the probe.was experi
mentally adjusted to within the desired tolerance, using small weights to 
displace the center of mass of the floating system. With periodic inspection 
and readjustment, this apparatus was used to measure the radial component 
at about 800 places in the magnet gap. 

:('' .~ 

C. Integrator and~ Signal Programming and Recording System : 

The electronic integrator in use for general magnetic measurement work 
was suitable for the bevatron application; the requirements called for a de 
integrator with response to about ten kilocycles /second and accuracy over 
a broad range of output signal. The need for frequent adjustment to remove 
integrator -output drift led to the construction of a servomechanism that 
continuously corrected and maintained the drift adjustment during stand-by 
periods. It was necessary to disable this balance ~ervo while the integrator 
was in use, and a circuit was provided to do this automatically when the 
bevatron was pulsed. With these auxiliaries, the integrator required 
comparatively little attention from the equipment operator. Integrator RC 
combinations of 0.2 sec and 0.06 sec were used in the measurements. 

Much of the electronic measuring equipment would be seriously affected 
by a strong pulsed stray field; accordingly, a location for this equipment 
was chose-q about 70 feet from the bevatron magnet where a stray field of 
only 5 to 10 gause would appear, This remote ·location required that the 
signal drcu.ita f:rom the pickup coilfi be carefully plann@d to avoid adverse 
~;~.ffcH~tfi! o! G&.ble eapacHa.nc;;e, noitu~ pickup, and fiP'O\..md currtmttJ. A single 
~lect:ric&.l ground ·waB establilihed at thlil integratcu:· and all the drcuit6 
were tied to thh point; clcHu~d loops in which cu:r:re;;mte might be induced 
we:re avoided. For protection of p<Hflonnel and equipm~nt against acddcmtal 
connection of the probelil to a high volt.age, extra i.futulation was added.to 
the cables leading to the carts and all c:ond.u.cto:rs of these cables came 
through fus(l!~and-ipark-gap assemblies before entering a mb"ing circuit 

* 

at the center of the magnet. From the magnet center to the integrator, : 
special cables were installed for the integrator si'gnals and position-indicator 
signals. 

The oscilloscope used to display the integrator signal neede·d good 
photographic qualities, small spot she, stable amplifiers, and insensitivity 
to stray fields. At the time the measurement equipment was being planned, 
no available oscilloscope was satisfactory; a Tektronix 513 D oscilloscope 
equipped with a SXPll type cathode ray tube was modified for the job. Its 
horizontal-deflection system was employed for the integrator output signal 
because a broader usable screen width was permitted on this axis. Over· 
all resolution better than 0.6o/o of the usable screen width was obtained with 
reasonable stability;. the need for long -time stability of the oscilloscope 

*R. Madey and G .Farly, "An Electronic Voltage Integrator", Rev. Sci. Instr. 
~· 275 ( 1954). 
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system was rem.oved by frequent calibratio:\1-S of the apparatus during the 
measurements. A magr.e!:ic shield enclosing the oscilloscope was built 
of an-:-~.ealed iron sheet and the spot deviation resulting from the stray field 
was reduced to a few tenths of a mil.l.itneter. 

The bevatron current-m.onitoring system delivers a marker signal at 
each of 32 values of magnet current during a magnet pulse; ·the magnetic 
field was measured at each of these current m:arkers. The· pulsed flux 
densities to be measured ranged from 250 gauss to 16, 000 gauss; .accuracies 
of 0.5% were desire·d in the measurement of total field. To obtain this 
precision with an oscilloscope having a resolution of 0.6% full screen, the 
integrator output signal was biased so that the minimum over~all precision 
of the scope deflection plus known zero-·depressing (biasing) voltage was 
the desired 0.5% of the total signal. Further signal programming was 
necessary to provide continuous monitoring of the signal as it increased 
above the injection value. Because the field .rises stea.dily~ the signal could 
be kept on the oscilloscope screen by successive attenuations at .the proper 
moments; seven attenuations were used, each decreasing the signal by a 
factor of about 1.68. An oscilloscope sweep signal, logarithmic in time, 
spaced the successive signal traces evenly across .. the CRT .screen. The 
current markers were shown as intensified pips on the fainter signal traces. 
These signal-programming and display functions were electronically 
controlled and repeated automati-cally, if desired, for each bevatron pulse. 
Figure 3 is a photograph of the oscilloscope pattern received with this 
programming of the integrated signal from a single coil in the bevatron 
field; in Fig. 4, t.he signal difference from two opposed pickup coils is 
recorded without zero-depress voltage. Each oscillogram has a single 
horizontal trace at the center showing the output voltage of the integrator 
just before the bevatron pulse began. 

To calibrate the integrator, signal programmer, and oscilloscope as 
used, a known calibrating voltage was qmnected by mercury relay to the 
integrator input; this calibrating voltage was adjusted to give a scope 
pattern similar to a. full field pulse except that it had time markers in 
place of the bevatron current markers. The equivalent value in flux of 
each time mark was calculable from the calibrating voltage and the' elapsed 
time. This time-pip calibrating cycle, like the measurement cycle. pro
ceeded automatically from a single initiating signal and provided a rapid 
and convenient dynamic calibration of the complete system. A time-pip 
calibration is shov.•ll in Fig. S. 

An auxiliary calibrating cycle, which covered the oscilloscope screen 
with a grid of horizontal lines, equally spaced in terms of integrator input, 
was also provided; this scheme showed the nonlinearities in the system 
but was of limited value compared with the time -pip type.. · · 

A stereoscopic camera built for making cloud chamber photographs was 
adapted to the needs of the bevatron magnetic measurements. One' lens 
photographed the oscilloscope screen and the other lens made a record of 
the meters, counters, and notes on the data board; Fig. 6 is a picture of 
the data board taken with this camera. Figure 7 shows the data board, 
oscilloscope, and camera shutter and mount with camera removed. The 
camera operated automatically as a part of the recording cycle. Data were 
read from the film by optically projecting the photograph of the current pips 
upon a scale prepared from time -pip-type calibrations. 
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Fig . 3 . P hoto g raph i c r e cord of mea :.:; ur e m e nt u s i n g o n e k idne y coil . 
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Fig . 4. Pho to g raphic record of measurement using o pposed coils. 

ZN-1160 
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Fig . 5 . A tim e -pip c alibration. 
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Fig. 7. Data board and o s cilloscope with camera mount. 
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T!Le complete signal programming and recording system containe d many 
elements ; a block diagram is given in Fig. 8 and the physical appearanc e 
is shown in Fig. 9. Although tedious to design and construct , this s y stem 
was very satisfactory jn operation. Most of the a u tomatic fe a t ures w ere 
required by the nature of the pr oblem; the rema inder serve d t o prevent loss 
o f data through human error. A b out 5 , 00 0 pul ses were photographed ; mo s t 
of these pictures contained thirty or m or e fiel d meas u rem ents each . 

D . Kidney Coils 

The number of measurements re quire d t o surve y the fie l d azimuthally 
was reduced by employing sear ch coils th a t extend e d az imuthally over 52. 3 
inches , the length of two secto rs , in the bevatr on magne t. Two .coils w ere 
made on carefully constructed bakelite f o rm s and p reci s i on w ound so tha t 
their effective turns-area values wer e calcula ble from measured dimensions . 
A sketch of the construction of these "kidney " c o il s is s hown in F i g. 10 ; 
each was two inches wide radially a nd c ur v ed with the 599-3 / 8 - inch radi us 
of the gap centerline. Constru cting th e se coil s in a manner allowing 
geometric determination of their a reas within O.lo/o w as chosen i n preference 
to attempting a magnetic measur1ment of the i r areas . The total area of a 
kidney coil was 2 x 1 o5 turns -em , wi th a t ap at on e - eighth of this area. 
The ar e as of the two comple te d coil ·~ -w ere compared magnetically and made 
e qual by adjusting the area of one coil ; it is of interest that the two coils 
as initially constructed differ ed in a r ea by less than 0 . 0 15o/o . 

The one - eighth-area tap o f a kidney coil was connec t ed directly to the 
integr a tor for total d ynami c fie ld measurement. Fo r field differences, 
tw o kidney coils with the s igna ls, from their total areas connected in series 
oppo sing were used; with thi s sys t em, field differences of 0 . 0 lo/o were 
measurab le. In u se, the kidn ey coil w as placed with its center on a sector 
centerline , its ends extend ing on e i ther s i de into the adjacent sectors. The 
azimuthal gradient o f fl u x d ensity is generally lowest at midsector ; place
ment of the coil with it s e n ds in these r egi ons made th e measurement less 
sensitive to error in c oil l o cat i on . 

E. Boom Coil 

The b oom coil wa s d esigned f o r the special purpose of yielding, in a 
single meas ur ement , the in te g ral of the flux de n sity through the fringing 
r egions at the strajght se ction s . Si m ilar in c onstruction to the kidney coil , 
the bo om coil wa s two inches w ide and l ong e n ough to extend through the 
2 0 -foo t straight s ection and 2- 1/2 sectors into each adjacent quadrant. 
This length , a lthough awkwa rd to handle , w as chosen because it placed the 
e nds of the c o il in s imilar fie l ds with relatively small azimuthal gradients ; 
a s in th e case o f the k idn e y coil, this condition reduced the sensitivity to 
a zimuthal displaceme nts of t he coil. Because it w as expected that the field 
covere d by the b oom c o il w o uld be about equivalen t to that in five sectors 
at midquadrant, t h e turns - width product of the boom coil was made two 
fifths that of a kidney c oil. A k i dn ey coil at m i dquadran t was then connected 
series -opposing , to provid e the g re a t e r re lative precis i on of difference 
measurements in the study of r adial va riatio n of the fr ingin g field . 
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F. n-Coils 

Although the balanced kidney coils provided a means of studying radial 
varia.tions of flux density, the greater precision and corLvenience offere~ by 
a set of coils desigri:ed specifically for this purpose led·to the construction of 
the so-called n-coils. This set of coils consisted of two long, narrow coils 
mounted on a. base plate with their centerlines parallel and separated two 
inches radially; the. assembly extended azimuthally over two sectors. The 
coils were connected in series -opposing; and a third small coil was added 
to make the effective areas of the opposing coils equal within about 0.005o/o. 
Connections between the coils were made locally, only the difference signal 
being brought out through a cable; this arrangement is of cotisi~erable 
advantage over remote mixing of the signals wherein ·cable capa'eita:nce may 
introduce. errors in the difference signal. Then-coil assembly was calibrated 
in terms of radial gradient in a portion of the bevatron field that had been 
studied~ for t.his purpose, with t.he kidney coils. In use, the area balance 
of the n.-coils wa.s checked frequently by observing the effect of inverting 
the assembly. For studying the radial gradient of. the flux density, the 
n-coils were very satisfactory; n was 1neasured with an accuracy of about 
4% and a survey wa.s made covering at least 162 positions in each quadrant. 

G. Verticality Coi1p 

In measuring t~:~ radial component of flux density, it is necessary to 
define and select th,at component by accurate angular positioning of the 
detecting element. The lines of flux in the usable portion of the bevatron 1 s 
field curve with a radius of about 1, 000 inches; thus, to determine the 
location of the media.n surface to 0.1 inch, a precision in angular position 
of lo-4 radian is required. To provide this precision in positioning a . 
search coil, a special 11verticalitj coil 11 assembly was made. Three· coils, 
each of about 3.8 x 105 turns-em~ area, were cast in a block of epoxy-type 
resin. They were approximately coplanar, with centers in line two inches 
apart. The effective areas of the coils ~ere made coplanar within lo-4 
radian by adding turns of wire as trimmers. This block was suspended, 
with the coils in a vertical plane, on two phosphor bron.ze wires; the plane 
of the coils was adjusted to hang within lo-4 radian of vertical and the 
wires preserved the same angle with respect to vertical within lo-5 radian. 
The coils were immersed in a bath of insulating oil to damp their swinging 
motions. This as sem.bly was inserted in the bevatron gap with the plane of 
the coils perpendicula~ to the radial direction, and measurements of 
radial components of the dynamic field at three points/across the gap were 
possible. Corrections were made for the errors in angle of the coils, and 
this angle was checked frequently by observing the change in signal introduced 
by rotating the assembly 180° about the vertical ax~s. Location of the median 
surface was calculable from these radial~component data combined with the 
results of the residuai-field ra.dial-compon.ent measurements. 
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H: .. Special Survey Coils . 

· ·To explore the region betwe~n.the outer:..radius wall :of the vacuum tank 
and the outer leg of the magnet yoke, a special thin coil ·was constructed. 

· Acce.s·s. to this region was through tlie magnet-winding ventilating slots in 
the yoke .. 'so t}::lat the toil could pass through these slots it was made in 
the shape of a flat disk 3/1 Q inch· thic.k and 3 inches in diameter. . 

In. the target region ·af the exit end of quadrant 2, a survey of the 
fringing field was made.· One -inch-diameter search coils were used here. 

· Mally point me'asurements were 'made frorri which it was possible to obtain 
:the shape of the. fringing field. ·---:-·- · 

. ~-. •., 
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DESCRIPT.ION OF BEVATRON FIELD 

A. Averag·e Flux Density 

A basic item in most magnet studies ·is the depender..ce of flux density 
upon exciting c~rrent. This curv'it'16r the bevatron magnet is given in Fig. 
11. An estimated error .. of ± l/3% is associated with the .results of average 
flux-density measurements. In a magnet having straight sections, fringing 

·of the field at the _quadrant e·tids, requires special consideration in calculat
ing particle frequency and energy as a function of flux density .. The boom
coil measurements provided information that allowed calculation of the 
effective magnetic length of a quadrant. ·This length is defined by the 
.equation 

effective length of quadrant = 4 ~ JBd£, 

in which<.B> is the average flux density :ln a typical midquadrant sector and 
the Une integral 'of'fllix density is taken through one complete turn along 
the gap ce.nterlbie. In the bevatron, the effective length. exceeds the 
mechanical length of a quadrant by an amount depending upon the flux 
density. This amounffs··2.5 inches at injection, increases to a maximum 
of 8 inches at 3, 000 .gauss, then falls to less than 1.0 inch near peak field. 

·The pole tips ·at .the quadrant ends each had been cut back ·s inches to alter 
the fringing field.· Because model measurements yielding this dimension 
weire not cbnsidered very precise, these results on the bevatron are more 
satisfactory than could reasonably have been expected. 

; Studies· of the azimuthal variation of flux density :i-evek.led that the field 
in the center two sectors of each quadrant was consisteritiy about 5 gauss 
higher thi:m average .. The vacuum tank structure in these sectors is not 
typical o.f the sectors in general, and the effect on eddy-c'urrent distribution 
may explain the 5-gauss anomaly observed. A correction was made to the 
magnetic field by currents induced in the pole'-base windings of the center 
sectors; measurements showed that the desired result of removing the 

• inhomogeneity had been attained. Other azimuthal variations were small 
·and, e?ccept for quadrant end effects, random in distribution. As measured 
with the kidney coils, the flux density of most of tlie sectors was within 
0.2% of the average at all values of magnet cur·rent. 

B. Radial Variation of Flux Density 

The behavior of the field exponent n as a function of flux density and 
radius display~ some interesting features. Figures 12 and 13 give the 
radial variation of B and of n at several values of flux density. It is 
seen that at the lower flux densities, n drops to below 0.4 near the outer 
region of the magnet aperture. These low values of n ··appeared somewhat 
unexpectedly in. the bevatron field; however, two aspects of the model 
measurements which bear upon this must be noted here;_ Whereas in the 
full-scale machine the local variations in n are appare;O.t, measurement 
and analysis ·of the model did not show these features D.l\~rly as clearly 
or as accurately. The second item concerns the raisecfportion at the 
outer edge of the pole tips; in the 1/7-scale model, the height of this outer 
raised portion was proportionately less than called for in the full-scale 
tips, Considering these facts, it is difficult to compare in great detail 
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the n1.odel and the full-scale behavior of n versus radius. A resonance at 
n = 0,5 between radial and axial particle oscillations rnakes this region of 
low n effectively unusable for guiding particles. during acceleration. A 
correction of this feature seemed desirabJ.e when the mea"surements were 
in progress; accordingly, a pole~face-~,g~_nding circuit was set up that would 
introduce induced currer.<ts of the desired distribution. Measurement of 
the altered radial gradient showed that the correction obtained was in 
agreement with the. calculated effect expected, and that during the critical 
injection J>eriod the -unusually low values of n had been removed. The 
average value of n is generally lower at injection than at higher flux 
dens-ities. This behavior was also observed in the magnet model, and at 
that time the amount of taper of the magnet ga.p was increased to avoid 
trouble at injection with the n = 0.5 resonance. In the original design 
the taper corresponded to n::: 0.60; the increased taper corresponds to 
n = 0.63. Recently, in the course of the bevatron operation. pole -face
winding currents have been introduced which increase the value of n at 
injection by a calculated increment of 0 .l over most of the gap; this action 
has yielded considerable improvement in the apparent stability of the beam 
shortly after injection. Fro1,n this evidence, one is led to suspect that 
disturbing resonance phenomena were being encountered with the injection 
field shown in Fig. 13. The generally low value of n at injection may arise 
from the eddy-current_ distribution in the vacuum tank; the tank i,s not 
symmetric about the gap and the qualitative effect of this~ coincides with 
the observed depres sian in the field exponent. 

A study: of resonance phe'nomena in terms of the field exponent n allows 
one to define the radial interval withinwhich the field is us.able for particle 
acceleration. The resonance at n = 0.5 and other resonances near n-values 
of 0.77 to .0"8 have led to the adoption of the criterion 0.53< n < 0.73 to 
define the ''usab,le" field. The radial extent of the usable .field is obtained 
from n-versus-radius curves and may be studied as a function of flux 
density. See Fig. 14.-

As the flux density rises, saturation of the iron in the pole tips brings 
about a .reduction in the width of the usable field region until only nine 
inches 'remain at 15,000 gauss. At injection, a large usable aperture is 
required; however, damping of the particle oscillation amplitudes as the 
flux:density increases should make a progressive reduction of aperture 
acceptable .. Corisidering this ami--the desirability of obtaining as high a 
flux density as possible at the nominal peak current, tria.ngular cutouts 
were made in the pole-tip laminations (see Fig. 1). Before saturation of 
the iron at the pole-tip edge$, the effect of the cuto~ts is not seen in the 
magnetic field. At higher flux densities, the cutouts result in an increased 
flux density at gap center and some reduction in the width of the usable 
fi~ld region. · Operating experience with the bevatron has not yet provided 

·a ·conclusion as to the over-all desirability of the pole-tip cutouts. 

The curves of n versus radius in Fig. 13 show a consistent wavelike 
characteristic, which is found throughout the magnet. One can explain 
this by noting a detail of the construction of the laminated pole tips. The 
o~tet laminations are of graded lengths, making the tip broader at the 
r<).dially outward end. The ends of these shorter laminations occur at 
irit~rvals across the gap and cause the waves seen in the n-versus -radius 
curve. 
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C. Effect of Pole -Face-Winding Currents at High B 

The pole -face windings were tested in the l/7- scale magnet model. Effects 
produced at low flux densities in the gap were in quite good agreement as to . 
amplitude and distrib~tion with what one calculates assuming iron of very . 

~ high permeability. Predictability of the pole -face -winding effects was again 
confirmed by our. success in the first trial at altering the bevatron injection: 
field. Model mea,surem-ents at high flux densities suffered from lack of 
precision, and further measurements at peak magnet current were included: 
in the full-scale .Jests. •_Currents up to 1, 200 amperes were passed through· 
the windings and the· results studied at 15, 500 gauss flux density. The . 
effect of the pole~face windings was not greatly altered by the partially 
saturated condition of the pole tips; differences in distribution and amplitude 
not exceeding 2So/o were found. Pole .. face -winding effects at various radii 
exhibit differences that are consistent with the limited radial dimensions of 
the gap. To the precision. of our measurements the effects are linearly 
dependent upon winding currenL The results .of the pole -face -winding 
experiments atJ:J.igh flux density, in the form of graphs of the measured field 
perturbations are ·av~ilabl¢ from the UCRL Magnet Testing Group. 

D. Median Sur.face 

Results o~ the horizontal-component measurements were very gratifying. 
At most points, the.rri.edian surface was within 0.2. inch of the mid-gap plane. 
Except for :a p'ossible azimuthal harmonic of about 0.1 inch amplitude at 
injection, no significant azimuthal features appeared. Limited studi,es of 
the radial variation suggest that average deviations of 0.1 to 0.2 inch might 
emerge from a more complete statistical analysis. In the time since the 
testing program ended, the positions of the sectors have been adjusted to 
compensate for settling; however, no subsequent magnetic measurements of 
median surface have been made. 

E. Miscellaneous 

Special interest in the target region at the exit end of Quad'rant 2 .led to 
the preparation of a contour• map of the fringing field in that _region at. 
nominal peak rri.agnet current. (UCRL-·Dwg. No. 4Q5394.} The map is large 
enough to be useful in plotting particle trajectories. · 

Along the centers. of two typical sectors, the field was survey.ed from the 
outer wall of the vacuum tank to the outer yoke. At peak gap flux density, 
the field in this region has been plotted versus radius. The flux density 
decreases smoothly with radius, passes through zero and reaches about 
minus 1, 000 gauss at the outer yoke. 

Protons being injected into the bevatron are deflected by the stray field 
occurring along their trajectory. Measurements indicated that at most 
places this field was less than tw"o gauss; making allowance for the deflection 
produced by the small field at inJection was no problem. 

For equipment design and general work around the bevatron, the peak 
stray field of the magnet cannot be neglected. Reflecting the saturation of 
the magnet iron, the stray field generally rises at an increasing rate as 
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the current rises. The inte'nsely peaked pulse of stray field so produced is 
in contrast with the uniformly rising pulse of field in the magnet gap. The 
stray field correspondi"rlg to :::ominal peak current wa,s measured at places 
where electronic equipment was to be located. Magnetic shielding of many 
components was found to be necessary. A good over-all survey ofthe 
stray fi~ld in the bevatron building ha·s not yet been made, but from 
scattered, measurements 'we can assign approximate values. to the peak flux 
density :1t some points around the rn.agn.et. Between the magn.et and the 
wall of the building, these approximate values would he: 20 gauss just 
inside ;the building { ~40 feet. from magnet), 100 gauss about 15 feet from 
the magnet. and _almost: 1, 000 gauss next to the iron of the magnet 'yoke . 

SUMMARY 
. J 

The use of speciali.zed programming and recording equipment was• a 
feature of the bev:atron magnetic field measurements. Efforts spent in 
preparing this equipment resulted iri considerably less time spent in 
recording and reducing data. Specialized search coils also demonstrated 
their value in yiel4ing. information on selected features of the field. 

' 
Methods of difference measurement simplified the problems of stuqyihg 

field variations and gradients; as a measurement instrument, the· integra~or 
with balanced, opposing search coils is one of the most versatile.for thes:e 
applications. 

·The most reass.uring test of the suitability of tpe field ~istribution pro
duced in the magnet has been successful acceleration of pr·otons in the 
bevatron. One was.~ encouraged to anticipate this outcome by the general 
acceptability of the field as demonstrated in the magnet-testing program .. 
With the exception of a deficiency at injection (which was corrected ·by ._ 
use of the pole-face windings), the bevatron field was in good agreement 
with predictions based on .mode:l tests. ·. · · 

Limited model experience in connection with azimuthal uniformity, 
effective length •. and median sur'face made the satisfactory results in these 
areas particularly gratifying. 

In planning the measurement prog.ram, a selection was made from the 
many aspects of the magnetic field, of those items to be investigat~d. Not 
included in thi~ selection was a. survey of the field in the filler -frame 
spate in the vacuum tank. Questions received about this region indicate . 
that a limited survey would have been useful. The measurement of.median 
surface relative to ma·gnet gap would have been more complete H accompanied 

. by a survey of the relative positions of the sectors. Only a very small 
amount of data was collected on the dependence of residual field upon magnet 
history; questions about this complex behavior have arisen and more 
information would be desirable. More specialized questions about the 
magnet will, of coj.t;t"se, arise. Nevertheless, data provided by the measure
ments program wiil continue to provide a useful and reasonably adequate 
picture of the bevatron magnet. · 

;_.. 
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